INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

GUIDING LITE™
GUIDING LITE2™
REFLECTO-LITE™
DOCK REFLECTORS
Thank You and congratulations on your purchase of Guiding Lite™, Guiding Lite2™ or
Reflecto-Lite™ Dock Reflectors. PLEASE READ SAFETY WARNINGS BELOW
BEFORE INSTALLATION OR USAGE OF THESE UNITS! Installation is simple.
Utilize a wall anchoring tool such as manufactured by Hilti or other company to simply
“shoot” anchors, using reflectors holes, into the proper position on the wall as detailed
below. NOTE: Please follow manufacturers directions for safe and proper use of any
anchoring equipment. Otherwise use the following: 1" plastic screw anchors with screws,
drill with 1/4" drill bit, scribe, ruler, level, and screw driver. The reflectors should be
vertically mounted approximately 2" below the rubber bumpers, but should be adjusted
to avoid contact with the drive. Drill one of the top holes first and mount in place. Leave
this screw loose so as to allow vertical and plumb adjustments prior to tightening. Drill
the remaining holes then tighten all screws. Units require no electricity to operate.
Address any questions to your local distributor or Erich Industries, Inc. at
(608) 848-9670
GUIDING LITE™
GUIDING LITE2™
REFLECTO-LITE™
DOCK REFLECTOR
CAUTION
LIABILITY DISCLAIMER & SAFETY WARNINGS
Erich Industries, Inc. does not take responsibility for the dock area, its use, in any manner;
nor do we take responsibility for individuals or companies’ lack of safety, design, engineering,
use information or lack of, or any lack of training of operation of this product or any other.
This product is not a substitute for standard safety and driving practices.
Not responsible for variation of truck widths or sizes.
Not responsible for truck not in proper position or placement; in any form.
Not responsible for Dock Reflector being stolen, broken, or marred.
This product does not take place of lights or devices used for vision, placement, or safe use of
vehicle or dock area or any equipment related to area.
Neither party under any circumstances, will be liable to the other for damages of any kind,
including without limitation, not-specified direct, indirect, incidental, special or consequential
damages (including but not limited to, loss of profits, revenue, or business) resulting from or in
any way related to the products or their warranty.

